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Introduction
Some of our leaders fool the people. They fool the people 
because it is profitable for them to fool the people. They 
then go off with their friends and laugh. Why are they 
laughing? They laugh because they fool the people. “Look,” 
they say, “I just pull a fast one on them.” This is what one 
of our economists, Dr Lloyd Best, called Smartman Politics. 

What then must the people do? Simple. The people must 
be smart. They must be smarter than the smartman lead-
er. They must be able to see the smartman even before he 

rounds the corner. 

A handful of smartmen have been telling lies about the 
Alutrint smelter. They say that smelter is good for us. That 
it will benefit us economically. That it will not harm our 
health and eological system. That it will bring us many jobs. 

Are these claims true?

This booklet is an answer to the lies told to the people by 
the  promoters of the proposed Alutrint smelter. It is guided 
by the ideas of Dr Lloyd Best, Ms Mary King, Professor John 
Spence, Professor Julian Kenny, Professor Dennis Pantin, Dr 

Steve Smith, Dr Rafael Sebastian and many others.
 

This booklet tells the Alutrint story using 100 questions. If 
you get more than 80 answers correct you may call your-
self smelter smart. Do not be fooled. Be smelter smart. The 

answers are at the back of the booklet.



Alutrint
We Pay 

the Chinese Profi t

“My conclusion is defi nitely, that we should not smelt baux-
ite or alumina in Trinidad. This is based on the social, health, 

environmental, economic and governance issues.”

Professor John Spence 

Trinidad Express, April 2006.   
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 An aluminum 
smelter is a _____ toxic 
industry which converts 
alumina and other raw 
materials into aluminum.

A. mildly

B. highly

C. moderately

 Alumina is a fi ne 
white powder made from 
mined earth containing 
_____.

A. gold

B. silver

C. bauxite

 Bauxite is mined in 
______, _____, _____.

A. Trinidad, Tobago, 
Guyana

B. Trinidad, Tobago, 
Surinam

C. Guyana, Surinam, 
Jamaica

 Trinidad ______ 
own bauxite mines, 
alumina processing 
factories, or chemicals to 
make aluminum.

A. does not

B. does

C. will

 An aluminum 

1

 Alumina is a fi ne 

2

 Bauxite is mined in 

3

 Trinidad ______ 

4
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 This means that 
_____, the smelter now 
planned for Trinidad, 
would not be vertically 
integrated.

A. Petrotrin

B. Alcoa

C. Alutrint

 Profi table 
aluminum companies 
are generally _____ 
integrated.

A. badly

B. clearly

C. vertically

 Alutrint’s costs 
would be _____ because 
it would have to buy 
chemicals, alumina, 
machinery, management 
etc, from abroad.

A. low

B. high

C. affordable

 Aluminum is a 
valuable metal and is 
made by big corporations 
and countries and markets 
are _____ competitive.

A. not

B. very

C. not very

 This means that 
5

 Profi table 

6

 Alutrint’s costs 
7

etc, from abroad.

 Aluminum is a 

8
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 Large corporations 
and _____ countries 
such as China, Russia, 
the US and India trade 
in aluminum for strategic 
advantage.

A. island

B. large

C. small

 Small companies 
like _____, which are not 
vertically integrated, and 
which can barely manage  
and market aluminum are 
very ______.

A. Alutrint, risky

B. Alutrint, stupid

C. Alutrint, bogus

 Alutrint’s joint 
partner, SURAL, the 
experts at downstreaming, 
pulled out of _____. They 
abandoned their 40% 
share of Alutrint.  

A. Alutrint

B. Petrotrin

C. bpTT

 Alutrint, a new 
state company, has no 
skills in ______ aluminum.

A.    talking about

B. fooling us about

C. manufacturing

 Large corporations 
9

advantage.

 Small companies 

10

 Alutrint’s joint 
11

 Alutrint, a new 
12
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 This means that 
the future of _____ lies in 
the hands of the Chinese, 
the global military and 
political strategic player.

A. Alutrint

B. the world

C. the planet

 But boy! Isn’t 
it the _____ who were 
contracted to build the 
Alutrint smelter?

A. Chinese

B. South Koreans

C. Japanese

 Isn’t it the Chinese 
who loaned Alutrint 
hundreds of millions of 
dollars to build the _____ 
smelter?

A. Alutrint

B. Alcoa

C. South Korean

 Isn’t it the Chinese 
who would import from 
China over 90% of the 
labour for building the 
_____ smelter?

A. Alutrint

B. Alcoa

C. South Korean

 This means that 
13

 But boy! Isn’t 

14

 Isn’t it the Chinese 

15

 Isn’t it the Chinese 

16
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 Wouldn’t our 
Treasury be spending 
hundreds of millions of 
dollars in loan repayment 
to ______?

A. the people of La 
Brea

B. the people of 
Trinidad and Tobago

C. the Chinese

 What a mess 
Alutrint fi nds itself in. 
Would the smelter belong 
to the people of _____ 
and Tobago or to the 
People’s Republic of China?

A. Trinidad

B. China

C. Hoodwinked

 How ________!!! 
Because Alutrint is a new 
company, never even ran 
a sweetie-shop. And even 
if a Brazilian company, 
Votorantim Metais, joins 
Alutrint to replace SURAL,  
the Brazilians and Chinese 
would be making the 
profi ts, and we would be 
________ big time.

A. wonderful, smiling

B. cool, happy

C. bogus, busting

 Wouldn’t our 

17

 What a mess 

18

People’s Republic of China?

 How ________!!! 
19
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 Because, is it 
not the people of T&T 
and their children whose 
health would suffer, who 
would face the threat 
of cancer and leukemia, 
whose communities have 
been moved, forests and 
dams destroyed? And who 
would have to pay for 
the loans for the smelter, 
port and power-plant built 
to support smelter? And 
the costs of gas and gas 
subsidies, water, land, 
building rental,
technical services, 
propaganda, legal fees, 
consultancies, 
administration,*
all amounting to _______.

A. billions of dollars

B. pennies

C. cents

       NOTE*
In the absence 
of any published 
accounting by 
Alutrint, estimates 
of propaganda, 
legal, consultancy 
and administrative 
costs total over 
$100 million. These 
include the cost of 
two international 
symposia, dozens 
of assessments, 
consultations, visits 
by foreign “experts”, 
costs to the EMA, 
NEC, NGC, MOE, 
Alutrint, a court 
case, and hundreds 
of ads, brochures, 
fl iers, newsletters, 
sponsorship of 
events, groups etc.

 Because, is it 

20
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Alutrint
The Way it Kills

“The potenti al environmental onslaught that will occur, in 
the wake of the constructi on of an aluminum smelter in the 
South West Peninsula of this country, consti tutes the single 
most signifi cant threat to gains achieved through advanc-
es in “public health” during my own lifeti me. It is a threat 
which, if not taken seriously, will certainly undo many of the 
gains that have been achieved in health since the Moyne 

Commission of 1937.” 

Dr Steve Smith 
Review of ‘Human Health and Ecological Risk Assessment of 

Alutrint Aluminum Complex’, June 2007
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 The most 
dangerous place in the 
smelter would be the 
smelting pot-room. Here 
aluminum is ______ in 
hundreds of pots each 
weighing as much as 
thirty-fi ve tons.

A. roasted

B. smelted

C. thawed

 The potroom would 
be operational for twenty-
four _____ per day, every 
day for three hundred and 
sixty-fi ve days per year. 
The smelter would run for 
forty to fi fty years.

A. minutes

B. seconds

C. hours

 Toxic gases and 
substances would be 
emitted from the smelter 
for every second, of every 
minute for forty to ____ 
years.

A. fi fty

B. ten

C. fi ve

 The most 

21

thirty-fi ve tons.

 The potroom would 

22

forty to fi fty years.

 Toxic gases and 

23
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 One dangerous gas 
is called hydrogen fl uoride. 
It is invisible, ____ and 
odorless. Tiny doses of 
this gas, measured in 
micrograms per cubic 
metre, wear away teeth, 
bones, and cause the 
degradation of lungs in 
humans and animals.

A. pretty

B. powerless

C. tasteless

 Molecules of 
hydrogen fl uoride also 
settle in the soil, on plants, 
in water and so get into 
the ____ chain.

A. metal

B. food

C. gold

 One company 
was paid by the state to 
do a Human Health and 
Ecological Risk Assessment 
of the Alutrint smelter. 
This company stated that 
children, animals, plants 
would only get “acceptable 
levels” of hydrogen ____.

A. fl uoride

B. tonic

C. fruits

 One dangerous gas 

24

humans and animals.

 Molecules of 

25

 One company 

26
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 The Risk 
Assessment also named 60 
other dangerous gases or 
substances which Alutrint 
would emit. Children, 
women, plants, animals, 
water, soil, air would 
also only get “acceptable 
levels” of each of these 
sixty gases or ____.

A. substances

B. fruits

C. snacks

 When you add 
up “acceptable levels” 
of one gas or substance 
to another, and another, 
and another, till you reach 
ten, twenty, forty, sixty, 
the total impact would be 
____.

A. acceptable

B. real cool

C. dangerous for 
humans and the 
ecological system

 Tiny dust particles 
emitted from aluminum 
smelters, and effl uents 
emitted into rivers and 
soil, have caused cancer, 
leukemia and other 
____ diseases in many 
countries, for example, 
the US, Australia, Peru, 
Canada.

A. fatal

B. funny

C. friendly

 The Risk 

27

sixty gases or ____.

 When you add 

28

____.

 Tiny dust particles 

29
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 Every fi ve years 
lines of pots are taken off 
the production line and 
the brick lining inside them 
broken up and replaced. 
This lining is called Spent 
Pot ____.

A. pourri

B. Lining

C. pelau

 This Spent Pot 
Lining is highly toxic since 
it contains residues of 
____ gases and chemicals 
that are put into the pots 
and smelted: cyanide, 
arsenic, hydrogen fl uoride 
and many others.

A. telltale

B. toxic

C. timid

 Spent Pot Lining 
can leach into the soil 
and groundwater and 
poison them. It is so ___ 
that the Environmental 
Management Authority has 
ruled that SPL cannot be 
disposed of in Trinidad and 
Tobago.

A. timid

B. toxic

C. telltale

 Every fi ve years 

30

Pot ____.

 This Spent Pot 

31

and many others.

 Spent Pot Lining 

32
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 Alutrint still 
does not have a fi rm 
contract from any 
shipping or overseas 
SPL Treatment Facility 
for the transportation or 
treatment of SPL. The 
fate of ____ in Trinidad is 
unknown.

A. Professor Ken Julien, 
or his son Philip 
Julien, the Alutrint 
bossman

B. Spent Pot Lining

C. smartmen

 Within the 
compound of Alutrint, the 
fate of the soil, facilities 
and the workers would 
also be tested. Hydrogen 
____, contaminated dust, 
SPL and sixty other gases 
or other substances would 
settle everywhere, on 
roofs, clothing, soil, water, 
lungs, nostrils etc.

A. fl uoride

B. salts

C. particles

 Other dangerous 
emissions from Alutrint 
would be carbon monoxide 
and carbon dioxide. The 
latter is a gas that is the 
chief contributor to global 
_____.

A. happiness

B. wealth

C. warming

 Alutrint still 

33

unknown.

 Within the 

34

lungs, nostrils etc.

 Other dangerous 

35
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 Alutrint and its 
share of the output of the 
new electrical power plant 
would produce 1 million 
tons of carbon dioxide per 
year, that is ____  tons of 
carbon dioxide going up 
into the atmosphere every 
year for forty to fi fty years.

A. 1 million

B. 10 thousand

C. 100 thousand

 Many consultants 
who have been paid ___ 
of dollars by Alutrint 
and the State to write 
reports on Alutrint, allege 
that a buffer zone and 
monitoring and mitigating 
systems and devices would 
protect human health and 
the ecological system.

A. tens

B. thousands

C. tens of millions

           Neither Trinidad 
and Tobago nor Chinese 
companies, in general, 
have good ____ at 
controlling hazardous 
emissions, pollution.

A. manners

B. motives

C. records

 Alutrint and its 
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year for forty to fi fty years.

 Many consultants 
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           Neither Trinidad 
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 EMA offi cials 
went to China to visit 
two smelters. Despite 
numerous requests the 
EMA and Alutrint have 
failed to provide ____ 
on human health and 
ecological impacts of the 
China smelters.

A. ducks

B. data

C. dummies

 Because of 
Alutrint, residents in 
nearby districts would 
have to be tested for 
cancer every year. This 
is according to a Medical 
Monitoring Plan written for 
Alutrint.*  If smelter is so 
harmless, why this test for 
________? *

                                                 
* NOTE
Alutrint Aluminum Complex 
Medical Monitoring Plan,
by Caribbean Health 
Research Council, and 
International Institute for 
Healthcare and Human 
Development, 2008. 

A. cucumbers

B. caulifl owers

C. cancers

* NOTE
Alutrint has failed to 
do baseline studies 
on health in La Brea. 
This means that 
health claims against 
Alutrint cannot be 
clearly proven.  

 EMA offi cials 

39

China smelters.

 Because of 

40
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Alutrint
A Major Mistake

“Best believes that the aluminum smelter is a major mistake 
and questi ons why government was committi  ng resources 
to a capital intensive project which he said was fraught 
with risk and which ‘might be hit with a major recession 
in the global economy which could come while it is being 
constructed or shortly aft er its constructi on.’ Best was con-
cerned the country was allowing its resources to be used in 

a smelter with litt le return to the country.” 

on Professor Lloyd Best’s positi on
 June 2004, Business Express Report
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 The best way of 
fi nding out if the Alutrint 
smelter is good for 
the people, lands and 
communities of Trinidad 
and Tobago is to examine 
the accounting sheet of 
_____.

A. Alcoa

B. Alutrint

C. Keith Awong, the 
former chairman of 
the National Energy 
Corporation, which 
was ‘mandated’ by 
Cabinet to create the 
Industrial Estate and 
smelter for Alutrint

 The account sheet 
must show the cost of 
1000 acres of ____ which 
was destroyed to locate 
Alutrint.

A. forest

B. grassland

C. abandoned land

 It must show the 
cost of destroying three 
dams to locate ____.

A. Alutrint

B. farmers who were 
occupying the forest

C. beekeepers who 
were occupying the 
forest

 The best way of 

41

 The account sheet 

42

 It must show the 

43
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 It must show 
the cost of diverting the 
Vessigny River, the main 
river in ____.

A. La Lune

B. Laventille

C. La Brea

 It must show us 
the dozens of millions 
of dollars spent on ____ 
communities in La Brea.

A. relocating

B. rescuing

C. retrenching

 It must show the 
____ of the power plant 
built to service Alutrint.

A. plan

B. capacity

C. cost

 It must show the 
____ of the port built to 
support Alutrint.

A. cost

B. area

C. design

 It must show 

44

 It must show us 

45

 It must show the 

46

 It must show the 

47
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 It must show the 
millions of dollars in _____ 
for infrastructural work for 
Alutrint.

A. cost

B. magnitude

C. acreage

  It must show 
the billions of dollars it 
will cost the ____ in gas 
subsidies for Alutrint over 
the period of 10, or 20, or 
30, or 40, or 50 years.

A. taxpayer

B. Professor Ken Julien, 
one of the chief 
instigators of Alutrint

C. Philip Julien, 
Professor Julien’s 
son, Alutrint’s paid 
top executive for fi ve 
years now

 The gas subsidy is 
the international market 
price for ______ minus the 
price Alutrint would get 
for gas and gas-generated 
electricity.

A. goats

B. gauvas

C. gas

 It must show the 

48

  It must show 

49

 The gas subsidy is 

50
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 It ____ show the 
millions of dollars spent 
on feasibility studies; 
consultancies for Impact 
Assessments; legal, 
drafting, engineering 
services; salaries of 
Alutrint staff over fi ve 
years; consultations; 
propaganda; buildings.

A. could

B. would

C. must

 All the scientists 
agree that the health of 
residents in surrounding 
villages, and water, soil, 
air, vegetation, animals 
would be degraded due 
to Alutrint. What method 
has Alutrint used to cost 
these? And what is this 
cost on Alutrint’s ____.*

A. bed sheet

B. galvanize sheet

C. accounting sheet

 It ____ show the 

51

propaganda; buildings.

 All the scientists 
52
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   NOTE *
 Despite letters and Freedom of Information requests to 
Alutrint, NEC, EMA, the Acting Auditor General, the Minis-
ters of Finance and Energy, Alutrint has refused to publish 
its accounts. For 6 years, Alutrint has been breaking state 
regulations, which require state companies to publish au-
dited accounts each year. Sit-ins, arrests of citizens, resolu-
tions by professional economists, and letters to Ken Julien, 
Conrad Enill and Philip Julien calling for these accounts 
have not worked. 



 There are scores 
of other costs which 
Alutrint must ____ the 
stakeholders, that is the 
public: the cost of raw 
materials such as alumina, 
chemicals, bricks for 
lining the smelting pots; 
transportation; marketing; 
spent pot-liner storage, 
transport, treatment; 
the land for smelter; the 
decommissioning of the 
smelter etc.

A. hide from

B. disappear from the 
accounting sheet 
and from

C. show

 Then there is that 
Chinese loan of several 
hundred million dollars 
to build the proposed 
Alutrint smelter. It is the 
stakeholders of Alutrint, 
the ____, who would have 
to repay this loan. What 
is the cost of this loan? In 
other words, how much 
would we have to pay 
back to the Chinese for 
this loan with interest?

A. public

B. Professor Ken Julien, 
one of the architects 
of smelter

C. Philip, son of 
Professor Ken Julien, 
the Acting Chief 
Executive Offi cer of 
Alutrint

 There are scores 

53

smelter etc.

 Then there is that 
54
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 The Gaffney and 
Cline Master Gas Plan 
of 2001 stated that the 
size for profi tability of 
any smelter would be 
450,000  tons per year. 
Alutrint could only produce 
125,000 tons per year. 
Not only would this size 
make Alutrint ____, but 
competition from large 
plants in China, US, Brazil, 
India, Russia, all vertically 
integrated, would make 
Alutrint ____.

A. succeed, succeed

B. famous, famous

C. bust, bust

 But wait. Alutrint 
says it would double its 
capacity to 250,000 tons 
per year. Yeah right, this is 
double the pollution. And 
it would be still too _____ 
to compete internationally.  
Bringing a Brazilian 
joint partner now to 
______ Alutrint, after the 
abandonment by SURAL, 
is fraught with inequity 
and is a vain attempt to 
______ a dead horse.

A. small, rescue, paint

B. small, rescue, pat

C. small, rescue, fl og

 The Gaffney and 

55

Alutrint ____.

 But wait. Alutrint 

56
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 So from the 
strategic point of view, 
from the economic point of 
view, from the health point 
of view, and from the 
ecological point of view 
Alutrint is a ____ project.

A. brilliant

B. beautiful

C. bogus

 You mean 
Alutrint would not make 
a single red dollar for 
the stakeholders of this 
project, the ____?

A. Juliens

B. people

C. Chinese

 Correct. This is 
because the ____ are 
more than the benefi ts 
for the stakeholders, the 
public.*

A. curry favour

B. cuts and deals

C. costs

 So from the 

57

Alutrint is a ____ project.

 You mean 

58

 Correct. This is 

59
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      NOTE*
Alutrint has spent tens of millions of dollars on propagan-
da. But it has not managed to win the broad support 
of the ultimate stakeholders, the public. A poll by UWI/
ANSA McAl in May 2006 showed 17% of persons saying 
yes to smelter, 66% said no, and 9% said don’t know. A 
Ryan Poll in December 2009 showed 17% support and 
over two thirds “opposed” or “strongly opposed”. Trinidad 
Guardian, 21st May. Trinidad Express, 13th December.



 But we have 
to be careful. If the 
shareholders, the citizens, 
do not demand to see 
Alutrint’s Account Sheet, 
Alutrint would hide many 
of the costs and in future 
claim a fi nancial profi t. 
They would only be able 
to claim a fi nancial profi t if 
they ____ the real costs of 
the smelter.

A. include

B. account for

C. hide

 But hold on. What 
about jobs? Wouldn’t a 
big benefi t of smelter be 
____?

A. jobs

B. carbon dioxide

C. cancer

 The Prime Minister, 
Mr Manning, Philip 
Julien, the Members of 
Parliament in La Brea, 
and the National Energy 
Corporation all promised 
many jobs in the smelting 
industry. But their words 
all ____.

A. told the truth

B. fooled the people

C. were honest

 But we have 

60

the smelter.

 But hold on. What 

61

 The Prime Minister, 

62
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 In July 2005, 
offi cials of the National 
Energy Corporation, 
President Prakash Saith, 
Vijai Lal, Dr Reeza 
Mohammed and Chairman 
Keith Awong promised 
jobs for local persons at 
Alutrint.  Awong stated:  
“We have indicated to 
them (the Chinese) that 
they cannot bring Chinese 
labor to Trinidad. They 
will have to manage the 
construction and they will 
have to engage local sub-
contractors – that is NGC/
NEC policy.” These offi cials 
were ___ the population.*

A. levelling with

B. vibes-ing with

C. misleading

 In July 2005, 

63
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                                    NOTE*
Alutrint acts by the Big Lie principle. That is, the big-
ger you lie, the more the people will believe you. This 
is because people are either too busy to search out the 
truth or have trouble believing that offi cials and leaders 
could really lie so big. In February 2010, Alutrint brought 
two “experts” from Norway to say that modern pre-baked 
technology in smelters is safe and poses no health risks. 
This is false. Pre-bake smelters, according to its own com-
missioned independent study, could also cause cancer.  
Alutrint Medical Monitoring Plan, 2008, p 31,32



 Starting in May 
2009, almost four years 
later, residents began 
blocking the roads in La 
Brea. They blocked the 
entrance to Alutrint and 
set up a camp. They had 
been ____: 1500 jobs 
were given to Chinese 
workers, and less than 300 
were to be given to locals.

A. betrayed

B. treated with respect

C. told the truth

 The Alutrint 
smelter,  proposed by 
key fi gures in the oil and 
gas industry, then, is                
________, a ________.**
 

              * NOTE
In 2006, economist and 
former Senator Mary King 
headed two Joint Select 
Committees of Parliament 
calling on key architects of 
smelter to appear before 
her, to answer questions 
on Alutrint’s feasibility. 
They refused to appear. 

A. bogus, bust

B. beautiful, bountiful

C. profi table, goldmine

         *NOTE
At a symposium 
on the Economics 
of Alutrint in 2009, 
Ms King gave six 
reasons why Alutrint 
is uneconomic.

 Starting in May 

64

were to be given to locals.

 The Alutrint 

65
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 The opposite 
of bogus development 
is Ital development, 
genuine development. Ital 
Development brings ____ 
wealth to the peoples, 
communities and lands of 
T&T. A good replacement 
for Alutrint would be a 
solar cell industry. It would 
generate 5000 clean jobs 
nationally, is sustainable, 
and would pose no severe 
health, ecological or 
economic threat to our 
nation. The proposal for 
this industry was given 
to Professor Ken Julien in 
November 2007. Professor 
Ken Julien, Energy Minister 
Conrad Enill and Professor 
Julien’s son, Philip Julien, 
are deeply committed to 
building an unsustainable 
smelter, and it is ____ 
that they will commit to a 
sustainable energy project 
like solar cells.*

A. jackets, likely

B. jeans, likely

C. real, unlikely

_________________
          NOTE *
In 2007, the 
Prime Minister 
threatened to build 
fi ve smelters. The 
following picture 
shows how the 
prime ministerial 
hand has responded 
to the public outcry 
against smelter:

                           

              
                              
               

               

 The opposite 

66
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Ital
Development

“One wonders whether [Dr Eric] Williams would now insist 
on building the smelter on the terms that are apparently be-
ing considered and which do not seem to be of much benefi t 

to Trinidad and Tobago.” 

Professor Selwyn Ryan
 Trinidad Express, July 2006



29

67

Ital is a Caribbean word.   A.  cute 
It is the opposite of bogus. Ital    
Development is development       B.  false
that is:
                                                C.  genuine, real

In Ital Development, the   A.  skulduggery
people should be genuinely 
consulted, genuine Cost Benefi t B.  accounting
Analyses must be done, and
there must be genuine                C.  wastage
 _______ for the use of the 
nation’s resources.

 Ital Development must A.   laugh at  
 _______ international trends
and situations when deciding B.  take into account  
on the viability of projects.
              C.  ignore

 Ital Development must       A.  weak, weak
consider projects that we are
_______ at, or could become       B.  dull, dull 
_______ at.
          C.  competitive,
  competitive
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Ital Development A.  contracts for         
must consider what ______              pardners
we possess, or are capable B.  deals and cuts 
of building, when deciding
on projects. C.  integrated production
                                                     systems, like vertical  
                                                     integration

We must consider A.  activity
projects - or goods and
services - that are tradable B.  benefi ts
internationally and
which generate more  C.  numbers, 
________than costs.     graphs and pie-
      charts

 We must consider  A.  smile about
projects, or trade in goods 
and services, which we  B.  steups about
can _____ in the medium
to long term.   C.  sustain              
         

 We must consider A.  minus
projects, or goods and
services, which ___ real value B.  add
to the wealth of the people,
lands and communities. C.  deny

                                                     integration
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 We must consider  A.  smile about
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 We must consider A.  minus
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 So Russia, for example,    A.  built  
has 6000 units of natural
gas reserve, has a long              B.  integrated
history of aluminum
production and owns RUSAL,    C.  cooled
the largest aluminum
company in the world.
RUSAL is vertically _______,
produces a range of advanced 
value-added products, and is
a global strategic player in
metals. Can T&T, with its 15
to 30 units of proven, possible
and probable units of gas,
compete with an aluminium
producer like RUSAL?

  
  A.  by guess

  B.  by luck

  C. Alutrint cannot
   compete

 So Russia, for example,    A.  built  
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 And how does a single 
125,000 or 250,000 ton smelter 
compete with a range of 
Chinese, Australian, Brazil-
ian, European smelters, most 
of which use cheaper energy, 
for example hydroelectricity or 
“stranded gas” or coal? Or, with 
energy-rich states like Qatar, 
Oman and United Arab Emirates, 
which are building metal clusters 
near their smelters? 



Should we be competing A.  compete with Qatar
with Qatar, which has sixty times        which is only twice     
more gas than us, or should we          as large as us
be using our 15 to 30 units for
already existing urea, ammonia, B.  compete, because
methanol, LNG, AUN plants;               we are way behind
our manufacturing plants;                  those advanced
our domestic electricity grid;       Gulf states   
and for future viable projects? 
  C.   use our gas for 
        current and future
        essential and viable
        projects

Should we continue with A.  keep Alutrint
smelter? Or should we stop the
smelter and put other industries B.  stop Alutrint and use
in its place supported by the              the port and power
new port and the power plant            plant for other
at La Brea?                                      industries

  C.   keep Alutrint to 
        make profi ts for 
                                                       the Chinese and 
        Brazilians. 
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Alternatives
to 

Smelter
 “A fi nal decision on these projects [Alcoa and Alutrint] re-
quires, at worst, comparison of alternati ve uses of the natu-
ral gas inputs, the land space in Chatham and La Brea rel-
ati ve to alternati ve uses of the gas, land space and other 
human and fi nancial costs which the society would have to 
incur: all based on full disclosure to the ulti mate sharehold-

ers: i.e. the citi zens, residents and taxpayers of T&T.” 

Professor Dennis Panti n 
‘A Sustainable Development Planning Framework for Mega 

Projects in Small Places’, December 2006.
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 Ital Development does  A.  machines
not necessarily need completely
new systems, approaches, and B.  movies
mindsets. It calls for ALTERED
forms of systems, approaches C.  mindsets
and __________.

 This is because                  A. new systems,
development is rooted in                  approaches, mindsets
culture; it takes time to
change and adjust. The call B. rootsy systems,
must therefore be for:                     approaches, mindsets
                                              
                                                 C. altered systems,
     approaches, mindsets

 Ital Development calls         A. the Chinese, 
 for consensus. Who must decide       Brazilians, US,
the vision for development?               foreign investors   
                                                                                                             
                                                  B. foreign consultants    

                                                  C. it must be shared, a  
                                                      consensus between 
                                                      the people, the state 
                                                      and global partners 
                                                      involved in genuine 
                                                      development 
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 This is because                  A. new systems,
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     approaches, mindsets

 Ital Development calls         A. the Chinese, 
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Ital Development calls for A.  the State
effi ciency.  Effi ciency generates
wealth by cutting waste from B.  the people
our practices? Who must
understand and practice C.  the entire nation
effi ciency?

 Ital Development calls for A. fat
innovation. Innovation creates          
wealth by generating altered        B. mega projects to             
projects, goods and services.            impress the world    
It makes systems, approaches
and mindsets more effi cient.        C. altered technology to 
Innovation includes developing:       make projects, goods 
                                                    and services more 
                                                    effi cient

 A limited range of foods, A. a pretty smelter
or bad foods, or unattractive
foods could lead to ill-health, B. a very pretty smelter
high medical costs and threats
to our human resources. This is C. an unsustainable
ineffi cient. Altered systems,             smelter
approaches and mindsets are
required. A Food Park, devoted
to the development of attractive,
high quality, diverse local foods,
with labs, research facilities and 
processing systems could be
built at La Brea instead of:
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                                                    effi cient

 A limited range of foods, A. a pretty smelter
or bad foods, or unattractive
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 Ital Development calls for A. fat
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Ineffi cient use of our  A. a safe smelter
hydrocarbon energy can lead 
to ill health, ecological  B. a splendid smelter
destruction, fi nancial ruin. 
A Renewable Energy Park, C. a smelter which 
devoted to altered forms of              threatens the health 
energy production (healthier,            of humans, animals,                    
cleaner and sustainable)                  vegetation and the
for example, innovation in                state of the soil, air
photovoltaic solar technology,           and water of the 
could be built instead of:                  SW Peninsula.

Ineffi cient and outdated      A. uneconomic smelter
communication systems cause           
wastage of time and effort,  B. ugly duckling
traffi c and pollution, weak            
governance, limited access C. untidy smelter
to information and many other
social problems.
A Communications Innovation
Park, instead of an ________ ,
will develop cheaper and
effi cient technologies
for interactivity between person
and person, state and citizen,
information creators
and consumers, educators
and learners, and between
businesses, for example.
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 A Recycling Park,  A.  building a gas-
recycling metals, paper, tyres,     guzzling smelter
plastics, rags, hydrocarbon fuels,
components for machines,              B. bellydancing
such as batteries, will generate
wealth, effi ciency, altered  C. buying an executive
products and services. This      jet plane
could be done, instead of:

 
 A Dairy Farm, to                  A. a fortune cookie
resuscitate the diseased and      
near extinct herd of buffalyso,   B. a fl urosis polluting
to restore its genetic bank,      smelter which 
to generate employment and             deforms the joints, 
to develop specialty cheeses              jaws and bones 
and milks, to compensate for             of animals *
the closure of a number of diaries 
on the South Western Peninsula  C. a fi g
is an option. A number of small 
and medium-sized projects,
innovative and effi cient, will
generate much more wealth than:

*NOTE
In February 2010,  Melbourne University in Australia did 
tests which showed kangaroos dying from growths in bones, 
paws, jaws, ankles, calves. This was caused from eating 
grass around Alcoa’s Portland ‘Smelter in the Park’, which 
emitted “acceptable” levels of fl uoride. Scores of kangaroos 
had to be killed. 
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 A Manufacturing Park A. a car with a crest
leased to businesses devoted
to the creation of services, B. an uneconomic
products and projects -                     smelter
for national security,
transportation, traffi c, C. a failed Master Gas
communications, water 
and food management, education, 
health and housing - is an option. 
Advanced designs for houses, 
in an era of global warming, 
would generate more wealth than:

  

 A Water Investment A. a waist dance at an
Complex.  This complex would          Alutrint propaganda  
be devoted to tapping                      show
water from the natural 
springs in the area for B. a shiny brochure
domestic, agricultural and
industrial supplies. It could C. a smelter
also be linked to the sea,
via land already cleared, to form a
waterway. The dams, waterway
and fl at sea fringing the Peninsula
could be used for an array of
programs in water-sports, up to
Olympic level. This would yield
more cultural capital than:
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 A University of  A. a dinner mint sale
Latin America to forge 
technological, industrial B. a breadfruit
and agrarian links to
Latin America. A series  C. a big bust smelter
of projects devoted to 
fi sh farming. Pasture for 
sheep, goat and other 
ruminants. Timber stocks. 
Orchards comprising local, 
disappearing fruits.  A cluster
of low-carbon industries. A tourist 
resort based on the recreational 
water facilities in the Peninsula, 
the diverse fl ora and fauna, and
the dense biological speciation.*  
All these would profi t us more than:

*NOTE
Professor Julian Kenny, a zoologist, has rejected smelter 
for many reasons, among them its threat to biodiversity:

“We are No 1 [of 146 countries indexed] in terms of per-
centage threats to biodiversity and almost made it to No 1 
at the bottom of the index, No.144 in terms of greenhouse 
gas emissions, and No 145 in terms of eco-effi ciency ... 
And where will the wastes [from smelter] go in this coun-
try of 260 persons per square kilometer? Not near Port of 
Spain and certainly not near San Fernando East. Fluorides? 
Spent pot liners? Anodes? Solid wastes?” 
                                      June 2005, Trinidad Express.
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Nine 
Lessons

from Smelter

 “Nothing has come to the Parliament and litt le to the gen-
eral public which defi nes and justi fi es the creati on of an alu-
minum industry with respect to the feasibility and opti mum 
use of our diminishing natural gas reserves, its impact on 
the environment, the levels of earnings from the sale of gas 
and a comparison with the longer uses to which this gas can 

be put in the context of Peak Oil.”

Former Senator Mary King

Head, Joint Select Committ ee of Parliament, which exam-
ined aluminum industry, 2005 and 2006. Trinidad Express, 

2006.
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Don’t mess with the A. thief 
people’s vital resources. The 
resources of the people don’t  B. lie about
belong to you. They belong 
to the nation.  Therefore,          C. account for
_______  them. 

 Don’t refuse to answer  A. with master tricks
legitimate questions the               
people ask. Consult with the B. AFTER  
people BEFORE you plan  
national projects, not ____. C. with arrogance  

                                                 
Don’t pay consultants  A. twist

to lie for you, and don’t _____ 
their work to suit your bogus B. burn 
agenda.
  C. torch

.  
 Don’t manipulate the  A. dishonourably
institutions of state to further 
your agenda. This demoralizes B. slavishly 
these institutions and their 
technocrats and bureaucrats.  C. ethically
Respect the public servant 
and let her/him work 
professionally and ________.
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.  
 Don’t manipulate the  A. dishonourably
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 Don’t make projects to  A. cup of tea
suit your own  ______.   
Make them for the benefi t  B. bag of crix
of the nation.
  C. pardners and fi rms
                                                     you founded

 Don’t do deals and ____  A. kisses
in the name of development 
and progress. Do professional,  B. cuts
Ital Development. 
                                           C. cartwheels

 Don’t plan for resources  A. vaps
you don’t have. Plan so that costs 
are not more than benefi ts.  B. vicks vapour rub 
Plan carefully, methodically and 
for sustainability. Not based on  C. vampires passing
______ and voosh!

 Don’t cut and paste the  A. pipsqueaks
work of foreign consultants 
on the history and landscape  B. pimentos
of Trinidad and Tobago. Study 
their work carefully before  C. communities
altering, rejecting or adapting 
it to our lands, peoples 
and ____.
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                                           C. cartwheels

 Don’t plan for resources  A. vaps
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                                                     you founded

 Don’t do deals and ____  A. kisses
in the name of development 
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 Don’t cut and paste the  A. pipsqueaks
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 Don’t make projects to  A. cup of tea
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Don’t attempt to _____  A. funnybone 
the people. Don’t think you too 
bright. Respect the lands, peoples  B. fool
and communities of Trinidad and 
Tobago.    C. fi g-skin

                              ANSWERS 

1   B 21 B 41 B  61 A 81 C
2   C 22 C 42 A 62 B 82 C
3   C 23 A 43 A 63 C 83 C
4   A 24 C 44 C 64 A 84 C
5   C 25 B 45 A 65 A 85 C
6   C 26 A 46 C 66 C 86 A
7   B 27 A 47 A  67 C 87 A 
8   B 28 C 48 A 68 B 88 B 
9   B  29 A 49 A 69 B 89 B 
10 A 30 B 50 C 70 C 90 C 
11 A 31 B 51 C 71 C 91 C
12 C 32 B 52 C 72 B 92 C
13 A 33 B  53 C 73 C 93 B
14 A 34 A 54 A 74 B 94 A
15 A 35 C 55 C 75 B 95 C
16 A 36 A 56 C 76 C 96 C
17 C 37 C 57 C 77 C 97 B
18 A 38 C 58 B 78 B 98 A
19 C 39 B 59 C 79 C 99 C
20 A 40 C 60 C 80 C 100 B   

100

20 A 40 C 60 C 80 C 100 B   
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CONCLUSION

Our peoples have been fooled for centuries. But it is time to 
let our leaders know, time for fooling over. Because it is our 
leaders who have often been used to bring bogus things 

amongst us, to fool us. 

Yesterday, it was buttons, beads and mirrors. Now, it is 
Master Gas Plan. This plan called for fi ve ports, four indus-
trial estates, a network of gas-lines and transport, eleven 

heavy gas-based industries. But this plan has collapsed. 

This Master Gas Plan, given to our Government by Gaffney 
and Cline, has collapsed for a number of reasons: weak or 
absent Cost Benefi t Analyses, the global fi nancial decline, 
the decrease in demand for high-valued metal products, 
lack of space, bogus planning and execution, lack of trans-

parency, and depleting gas reserves.

But it has failed for another reason. It failed because the 
people of Cedros, of Chatham, of Cap de Ville, of Union 
Village, of Square Deal, of Vessigny, of Otaheite, of Claxton 
Bay, of Pranz Gardens, hand in hand with a fraternity of 
university citizens and activists from St Augustine, Curepe, 
Port of Spain, stood up. They stood up to key projects in 
this Master Plan. They said, take your smelter, and steel 

mill at Claxton Bay, and go. Time for fooling us is over.

We must not allow smelter to fool us, to divide us, to de-
stroy us. The solution is simple.  Keep the port and power 
plant at Labidco and the Union Industrial Estate. Let us 
use them to support Ital development on the site cleared 
for smelter. No smelter. We want industries, which add to, 
not minus from, the wealth of the lands, peoples and com-

munities of Trinidad and Tobago.
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CURRENT STATUS OF SMELTER
As of today, April 18th 2010, no construction has 
started on the Alutrint smelter. Last year, on June 16th 
2009, the High Court took away the Certifi cate of En-
vironmental Clearance which the EMA had awarded to 
Alutrint on April 2nd 2007. The EMA appealed and the 
matter was heard by three judges in the Appeal Court. 
The judges are currently deliberating on this matter.

Work has continued on the related power plant and 
port. Both these projects can become viable; they can 
if they are used to support viable industries. The so-
lution now is simple. We must keep the power plant, 
keep the port, and build viable industries on the site 

instead of smelter. 
NO SMELTER

Information: 
771-5181

wbkubla@yahoo.com
alutrint.wordpress.com

drummit2summit@gmail.com
labreacitizensunited@gmail.com
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